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in almost all contexts it is customary and correct to say on the list or on my list on their list etc here are some
representative example sentences examples with on your name is the first one on the list her novel is on the list
of recommended readings china is high on my list of places to go she is on the short list for the nobel generally
on refers to items positioned on a surface while in implies containment within something else despite these
distinctions on the list and in the list are often interchangeable when describing an item as a part of a list use on
the list to say that something is included on a list as an example you can say am i on the list for the event this
evening use on the list to reference the things on a list for example you could say on the list you will find several
woman owned businesses sample sentences using on the list you can use either on the list or in the list
interchangeably both prepositions work to convey the idea that something is contained within a list whether
that list is written on paper or existing digitally 1 they are both correct for different situations for example as on
16 may he again failed to arrive at work on time and as of 16 may he will have worked here for a full year jim
jan 3 2013 at 7 14 in the context of the original question i would use on the list here in california if i were
referring to a list of names as in a guest list at a club or something like that i would ask whether the bouncer
could find my name on the list in this guide we explain how to use in on and at we discuss the rules for each as
prepositions of both time and place and share some examples of in on and at sentences let s start with
reviewing how english prepositions work in general your writing at its best special meanings are listed in the
table means that the table contains a list of special meanings special meanings are as listed in the table means
that there aren t any valid special meanings not listed in the table this page summarizes the uses of on as a
preposition and provides examples for each type of use important prepositional phrases with on are used to
introduce and connect ideas are also listed with appropriate examples the word list is singular and requires a
singular verb although there may be many items on a list thus we would always say is the list as in is the list on
the table if we were speaking about more than one list we would ask are the lists on the table using the plural
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verb in short colons are sometimes used to introduce a list commas separate items in a simple list semicolons
are used to separate items in a complex list table of contents how to write a list correctly a punctuation review
horizontal lists using colons in a list using commas in a list using semicolons in a list vertical lists those included
on the team are cristiano blanco voitto rintala maria maceiras wooka kim and steven van zadelhoff both a spell
checker and a translate section are included on the site so you ll never be stuck for a cpla focal again as when
and while are conjunctions in some uses as when and while can mean the same but they can also have slightly
different meanings we use them to introduce subordinate clauses we can use as when and while to mean during
the time that to connect two events happening at the same time a as in apple complete list of the phonetic
alphabet writing speaking tips by martin lassen what comes next after a as in apple when you re talking on the
phone and want to make the spelling of a word clear you might use the phonetic alphabet for clarity is a as in
apple part of a recognized list of phonetic alphabet i would say that both are used i think i would say it is on the
list i agree though i would also normally use on the list however i did think of an example where i might use
both i wrote all the names on a piece of paper then i put the names in a list alphabetically insulting voters
hometowns is an unorthodox election strategy but that doesn t seem to have deterred former president donald
trump who has blasted a string of cities across the u s as the tatis lands on injured list with stress reaction in leg
fernando tatis jr was placed on the 10 day injured list on monday with what the team diagnosed as a right
femoral stress reaction he had been battling right quad tightness for several weeks and was out of the lineup for
two consecutive games the move is backdated to june 22 january 2022 listing on tokyo stock exchange for
foreign companies single listing highlights the listing of the u s based company techpoint inc on the tokyo stock
exchange tse in 2017 has set the scene for foreign companies tse ipo journey hooters is the latest chain to close
dozens of locations across the united states blaming tough economic challenges including rising food and labor
costs like many restaurants under pressure scheffler took home 3 6 million after the win bringing his career
earnings to just over 70 26 million and placing him at no 7 on the pga tour s career list he s totaled 16 988
million
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is it correct to say on the list or in the list
May 24 2024

in almost all contexts it is customary and correct to say on the list or on my list on their list etc here are some
representative example sentences examples with on your name is the first one on the list her novel is on the list
of recommended readings china is high on my list of places to go she is on the short list for the nobel

on the list or in the list correct preposition
Apr 23 2024

generally on refers to items positioned on a surface while in implies containment within something else despite
these distinctions on the list and in the list are often interchangeable when describing an item as a part of a list

on the list or in the list which is correct
Mar 22 2024

use on the list to say that something is included on a list as an example you can say am i on the list for the
event this evening use on the list to reference the things on a list for example you could say on the list you will
find several woman owned businesses sample sentences using on the list

on the list or in the list correct preposition
Feb 21 2024
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you can use either on the list or in the list interchangeably both prepositions work to convey the idea that
something is contained within a list whether that list is written on paper or existing digitally

as on 16 may vs as of 16 may which is correct
Jan 20 2024

1 they are both correct for different situations for example as on 16 may he again failed to arrive at work on
time and as of 16 may he will have worked here for a full year jim jan 3 2013 at 7 14

in the list or on the list wordreference forums
Dec 19 2023

in the context of the original question i would use on the list here in california if i were referring to a list of
names as in a guest list at a club or something like that i would ask whether the bouncer could find my name on
the list

english prepositions in on and at grammarly
Nov 18 2023

in this guide we explain how to use in on and at we discuss the rules for each as prepositions of both time and
place and share some examples of in on and at sentences let s start with reviewing how english prepositions
work in general your writing at its best
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word usage why do we need as in as listed in the
Oct 17 2023

special meanings are listed in the table means that the table contains a list of special meanings special
meanings are as listed in the table means that there aren t any valid special meanings not listed in the table

how to use the preposition on thoughtco
Sep 16 2023

this page summarizes the uses of on as a preposition and provides examples for each type of use important
prepositional phrases with on are used to introduce and connect ideas are also listed with appropriate examples

is the list or are the list using proper subject verb
Aug 15 2023

the word list is singular and requires a singular verb although there may be many items on a list thus we would
always say is the list as in is the list on the table if we were speaking about more than one list we would ask are
the lists on the table using the plural verb

how to write a list correctly colons commas and semicolons
Jul 14 2023

in short colons are sometimes used to introduce a list commas separate items in a simple list semicolons are
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used to separate items in a complex list table of contents how to write a list correctly a punctuation review
horizontal lists using colons in a list using commas in a list using semicolons in a list vertical lists

prepositions after include include in on for with or as
Jun 13 2023

those included on the team are cristiano blanco voitto rintala maria maceiras wooka kim and steven van
zadelhoff both a spell checker and a translate section are included on the site so you ll never be stuck for a cpla
focal again

as when or while cambridge grammar
May 12 2023

as when and while are conjunctions in some uses as when and while can mean the same but they can also have
slightly different meanings we use them to introduce subordinate clauses we can use as when and while to
mean during the time that to connect two events happening at the same time

a as in apple complete list of the phonetic alphabet
Apr 11 2023

a as in apple complete list of the phonetic alphabet writing speaking tips by martin lassen what comes next
after a as in apple when you re talking on the phone and want to make the spelling of a word clear you might
use the phonetic alphabet for clarity is a as in apple part of a recognized list of phonetic alphabet
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listed on or listed in usingenglish com esl forum
Mar 10 2023

i would say that both are used i think i would say it is on the list i agree though i would also normally use on the
list however i did think of an example where i might use both i wrote all the names on a piece of paper then i
put the names in a list alphabetically

list of cities donald trump has attacked newsweek
Feb 09 2023

insulting voters hometowns is an unorthodox election strategy but that doesn t seem to have deterred former
president donald trump who has blasted a string of cities across the u s as the

fernando tatis jr placed on injured list mlb com
Jan 08 2023

tatis lands on injured list with stress reaction in leg fernando tatis jr was placed on the 10 day injured list on
monday with what the team diagnosed as a right femoral stress reaction he had been battling right quad
tightness for several weeks and was out of the lineup for two consecutive games the move is backdated to june
22
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listing on tokyo stock exchange for foreign companies kpmg
Dec 07 2022

january 2022 listing on tokyo stock exchange for foreign companies single listing highlights the listing of the u s
based company techpoint inc on the tokyo stock exchange tse in 2017 has set the scene for foreign companies
tse ipo journey

hooters closes dozens of restaurants cnn business
Nov 06 2022

hooters is the latest chain to close dozens of locations across the united states blaming tough economic
challenges including rising food and labor costs like many restaurants under pressure

where scottie scheffler ranks on pga tour s career earnings
Oct 05 2022

scheffler took home 3 6 million after the win bringing his career earnings to just over 70 26 million and placing
him at no 7 on the pga tour s career list he s totaled 16 988 million
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